
Jaguar XKE 3.8 Coupe 860084

As promised an update on the project you kindly covered in your newsletter to discover 
the history of my XKE that spent much of its life in and around Detroit.


I purchased the car in April 2019 it had been totally refurbished to a very original 
specification in the UK, it was the first Black right hand drive Coupe produced and left the 
factory December 21st 1961 as shown on the heritage certificate below.


The original owner was never recorded and the UK seller informed me that the car had 
spent much of its life in the US although nothing was known about its history. The only 
reference to the cars life before 2011 was a Michigan transfer of title document shown 
below.




After much searching we managed to reach Steven Daniels by phone who remembered 
the car well and was somewhat surprised to have a Brit asking about it so many years 
after it was sold.


We also managed to make contact with John Kluge who also remembered the car 
although he owned the car for a very short period before selling it on.


A slight mystery on timing here (not surprising giving the decades that have passed) 
Steven recalls owning the car from 1973 and keeping it around 10 years and John is 
certain he traded the car in 1991, perhaps there was an owner in the apparent gap.


What happened between 1991 and 2011 is yet to be discovered, perhaps someone in the 
club remembers a black right hand drive Coupe by this time looking a little forlorn.


Both Steven and John graciously agreed to meet with my wife and I, we flew over from 
the UK and spent a wonderful few days in Detroit and surrounding area.


We meet Steven, his delightful wife Sally and granddaughter Kaitlyn in Ann Arbor, Steven 
had kept a number of documents and photographs of the car which he kindly copied for 
us. Among these were letters exchanged with a previous owner Mr Joe Romano from

Middletown CT dated January 1973, describing the car as being in excellent condition. An 
early image of Steven and the XKE below both looking splendid.




Given the Connecticut early history I contacted the membership secretary of JCSNE who 
kindly forwarded our request to some of the longterm members in the hope that someone 
would remember the car. To my amazement not only did one the members remember the 
car they even had a photograph overlaid with the engine number proving it to be the very 
same. The image even shows the original UK registration that had previously been 
unknown.


Unfortunately Joe Romano passed away a few years ago, however I managed to make 
contact with his Son Rick who my wife and I met for lunch in Middletown CT, although 
Rick was only 10 when his father sold the car he remembered it well. Incredibly Rick still 
had the CT tag plate that he very generously gave to us to reunite with his Fathers car. 
(Rick is the one who still has hair!)




The letters between Steven and Joe indicate the car was originally purchased in the UK 
and shipped to the US in 1963 by A.Fuller Principle of the Fuller Brush Company, given 
the Company was based in Hartford CT and Avard Fuller made regular trips between the 
US and the UK (his wife was British) it is possible he was the first owner, although as yet I 
have no solid evidence of this.


I will continue the search and if you or your members have any information or ideas 
please let me know kevin@confordpark.com  


Below is an image of the car as it is today in the colours it left the factory some 58 years 
ago.
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